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Abstract: The fourth industrial revolution has significantly changed the traditional way of managing
supply chains. The applications of Industry 4.0 (I4.0) technologies such as the Internet of Things
(IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in different processes of supply chains have assisted companies
to improve their performance. Procurement can be considered a critical process in supply chain
management since it can provide novel opportunities for supply chains to improve their efficiency
and effectiveness. However, I4.0 applications can be costly and may not be reasonably affordable.
Therefore, the benefits of implementing these technologies should be clarified for procurement
managers before investing in the digitalization of the procurement process. Despite the importance
of this issue, few papers have attempted to address the effects of I4.0 technologies and smart systems
in procurement. To fill this gap, a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on the applications of I4.0
technologies in procurement has been used in this study. By reviewing 70 papers through appropriate
keywords, a conceptual framework is developed to classify different value propositions provided by
the different applications of I4.0 technologies in procurement processes. Results reveal nine value
propositions that can provide a better understanding for the procurement department to analyze the
benefits of implementing the related I4.0 technologies in different activities. Finally, findings and
future study opportunities are concluded.

Keywords: industry 4.0; procurement process; value proposition; systematic literature review; supply
chain; sustainable development

1. Introduction

Over the past decades, the traditional functions of the supply chain have evolved into
broader and more modernized strategic approaches due to the emerging technologies [1].
In other words, with the manifestation of the industrial revolution, a new area of digitaliza-
tion has emerged, and the concept of smart manufacturing has been revealed. As a result,
notions such as smart factory, smart logistics, smart product, smart contract, etc., and in
summary, “smart things” are developed, and companies have used digital technologies to
transform their supply chain (SC) operating model [2]. These technological improvements
are part of the Fourth Industrial Revolution named Industry 4.0 (I4.0). I4.0 which has been
used in various processes of SC, portrays a connection of smart and physical assets, like
smart products and machines that operate autonomously and create self-coordinating sys-
tems [2]. To illustrate more, the term “I4.0” which was first represented in Germany in 2011,
deals with the connection of all parts of manufacturing elements and integrated data chains
through the Internet and has a significant effect on the swift competition between suppliers,
manufacturer, and retailer [3–5]. One of the most significant processes in the SC which
directly affects its performance is the strategic management of procurement operations [6].
Procurement is defined as any buying process including purchasing, leasing, renting, or
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otherwise acquiring supplies, services, or construction from external suppliers [3,7,8]. This
concept contains all management responsibilities that procurement managers should follow
including identifying, sourcing, accessing, and managing resources outside the company
and needed to fulfill the strategic objectives to help organizations hold significant business
value and impact profit [3,7,8]. Therefore, procurement can be considered a critical part
of a supply chain which highlights the importance of continuous improvements in the
procurement department. Recently, using I4.0 applications in procurement is expanded,
which facilitated the procedure of purchasing as a useful means. “Procurement 4.0” is
a component of I4.0, which introduces to connect all SC upstream partners, and enables
dynamic and quick cooperation and coordination beyond organizational frontiers [3]. Some
examples of I4.0 technologies that can help procurement managers to deal with purchasing
challenges are the Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Cloud Com-
puting (CC), Big Data Analytics (BDA), Robotics, Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Smart Manufacturing, ERP systems, simulation, Internet, procure-to-pay systems, Contract
Management Systems (CMS), third-party providers, etc. [3,8–12]. By way of illustration,
AI can help in analyzing different patterns leading to a better understanding of certain
behaviors in suppliers which can help procurement managers to identify appropriate
prospective suppliers [13]. Another example can be related to Blockchain technology which
can incorporate characteristics of a decentralized “trustless” database and allows for global-
scale transactions and process disintermediation which ultimately can help procurement
managers access and track transaction archives for suppliers [14]. Having these kinds of
examples can illustrate how significant it is to implement I4.0 technologies to reinforce the
purchasing process.

Despite the importance of using I4.0 technologies in procurement, it can be challenging
for companies to invest in these technologies. The main significant problem is related to
the cost of the implementation process of I4.0 technologies. AI-based approaches, as an
example, can be seen as a high-cost performing and maintaining technology that can cost
up to $250,000 per hour [15]. This has been one of the main reasons why companies are still
in doubt about implementing I4.0 technologies that whether these expensive applications
help them to meet their expectation of the required benefits. Thus, providing clear values
that the I4.0 application might propose brightens the competencies of performing I4.0
for companies. To put it another way, companies need to know how the investment
in technology can bring the required value to overcome new challenges they may face.
Many papers work on the application of I4.0 in procurement (P4.0) in the related literature.
However, there is still a strong need to develop a comprehensive framework of how I4.0
can bring value to the procurement department. To fill this gap, this paper will review
the existing papers to identify these values via the systematic literature review method
(SLR). By developing a conceptual framework, this paper presents what sorts of values the
application of I4.0 can bring to the procurement, helping managers better understand how
their investment can pay off. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to
bring this matter to attention, and investigate the value of I4.0 technologies in procurement.

In this regard, first, a survey in the literature and a systematic approach is proposed in
Section 2. Then, in Section 3, the discussion and findings of previous works are reviewed.
Section 4 is the main section in which procurement values provided by different I4.0
technologies are diagnosed, and related technologies that can help reduce the challenges
are presented. The final section contains the discussion, conclusion, limitations, and
recommended directions for future studies.

2. Systematic Literature Review

A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) approach is applied to this study for collect-
ing, filtering, and analyzing the related papers. The SLR is carried out by (1) defining
appropriate keywords for searching, (2) identifying relevant papers, and (3) analyzing the
extracted papers. A large number of papers have worked on the topic of procurement
and I4.0 technologies separately [16–21], however, 70 papers mainly concentrate on the
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contribution of both subjects simultaneously which are selected from Scholar, Scopus, and
Web of Science databases. Selected papers are mainly from renowned publications such as
Elsevier, Springer, Taylor and Francis, Emerald, etc. The seven steps structure in Figure 1 is
developed for further elaboration [22]. Besides, the significance of developing a systematic
literature review has been addressed by Paul et al. [23] and Paul and Criado [24]. One
of the important goals of a systematic literature review is to identify key research gaps
based on what constructs, theories, and methods are utilized in different settings and
in what contexts studies have been carried out. Accordingly, authors of a classic review
article provide directions for future research concerning new and novel ideas, theories,
measures, methods, and novel research questions. A very well-crafted literature review
article has the potential to serve as a platform for future research because such an article
explicitly synthesizes current knowledge, identifies research gaps, and suggests exciting
new directions for future research in a given field of research, regarding Methodology,
Constructs/Variables, Theory, and Contexts.
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The first step is to choose the relevant literature through Scholar, Scopus, and Web of
Science. In the second step, we select the keywords related to the topic which are classified
into two discrete categories:

Category 1: Industry 4.0, CPSs, Cloud systems, BDA, Simulation, AI, IoT, Robotics,
Blockchain, Smart manufacturing.

Category 2: Procurement, Purchasing, Supply, Supplier selection, Supplier evaluation, Order
allocation, Resource allocation, Procurement 4.0, Public procurement, Contract management.

In the third step, a combination of keywords from the above categories is applied to
collect related papers. Then, in the fourth step, duplicate papers from different databases
are removed. Later, in the fifth step, a review of the statistics is provided and I4.0 applica-
tions are recognized. A conceptual framework is proposed in the sixth step. The findings
are concluded and future studies recommendations are presented in the last step. The
same approaches have been used in different works including Mehdiabadi et al. [25] for
designing a road map for banking systems using I4.0, Toorajipour et al. [26] for developing
the impact of artificial intelligence in supply chain management, and Xi and Hamari [27]
on the virtual reality in shopping and purchasing.
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3. Review Discussion and Findings
3.1. Demographics
3.1.1. Year-Wise Publications

To illustrate the trend of the number of papers published in recent years, we studied
papers from 2015–2020 (see Figure 2). The initial impression from the chart is that in both
categories of keywords, an increase is illustrated in the number of papers in the last six
years which display the importance of this topic.
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3.1.2. Contributions by Publishers

The contribution made by different publishers is analyzed. Elsevier has the maximum
number of publications with 26 papers and followed by IEEE and Springer with 12 papers.
A summary of this contribution is exposed in Figure 3.
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3.1.3. Distribution of Papers Structures

The papers studied in this SLR follow a specific structure to define their objectives
and develop a methodology to provide a solution. As the main issue in this study is
investigating the impact of I4.0 technologies on procurement, around one-third of identified
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papers consider a case study or mathematical model to deal with the related issues, which
increase the rate of validity and can be applied in real-domain problems. Around 19% of
papers considered a conceptual framework which is just a theory and does not contain any
mathematical model or case. The least percentage (around 13%) is for papers considering
the questionnaire (see Figure 4).
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3.1.4. Contributions by Country

The authors’ affiliations with different countries are gathered and it is illustrated that
China and India are the countries that have the highest contributions based on the number
of papers. UK and Germany are next on this list (see Figure 5).
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3.1.5. Distribution of the Most Attended Values Proposed in Procurement Using I4.0

Looking closely at the literature, the value-added benefit of procurement to the com-
panies can be extracted which is ordered in the pie chart below. Purchasing performance
management is the most important value and alongside supplier performance, manage-
ment and supplier selection and evaluation enhancement are assigned the most key I4.0
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applications. The summary of the distribution of the most attended values in procurement
is illustrated in Figure 6.Sustainability 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 26 
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3.1.6. Distribution of the Most Applied I4.0 Applications

According to the literature, the number of articles considering different procurement
technologies is illustrated in the pie chart below. BDA and IoT are two important elements
that can have a striking impact on proposing values in the procurement domain. The most
important I4.0 applications utilized to add value to procurement processes are summarized
in Figure 7.
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3.2. Key I4.0 Applications Associated with Procurement

The digitization of procurement can lead to supporting daily business tasks, facilitating
complicated decision-making, and emphasizing strategic activities [28]. Selecting different
I4.0 technologies requires an appropriate Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in the
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procurement domain which defines different indicators to determine the adoption and
application of each technology [29]. Procurement technologies emphasize some of the
functions and processes such as e-sourcing, contract management, and e-procurement [30].
The most important I4.0 applications in the SC are summarized in Table 1. Then, in
Section 4, we discuss the values that I4.0 applications can add to the procurement processes.

Table 1. I4.0 applications in SC (Source: Author).

I4.0 Technology Definition Application in SC Source

Internet of Things

Interconnection of sensing and
actuating devices providing the ability
to share the information across
platforms through a unified framework,
developing a common operating
picture for enabling innovative
applications [31]

• Detecting raw materials and
mare products

• Proposing after-sales service in a
contribution to products

• Autonomous decision-making
• Quality monitoring and

quality-controlled logistics
• Collecting the data from in used products

[32–37]

Cloud Computing

A model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand, network
access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service
provider interaction [38]

• Manufacturing integration using
electrical equipment

• Human factors management
• Mitigating SC risk
• Developing a flexible and integrated

logistics system
• Customer order management
• Data classification

[39–45]

Cyber-Physical
Systems

A system that uses sensors and
actuators to gather physical data and
affect physical processes using
multi-modal human-machine
interaction [46]

• Increasing security and resilience
• Improving decision-making and

understanding processes
• Combination of standards using a large

amount of data
• Interchanging information

[3,44,47–49]

Big Data Analysis

High volume, high-velocity, and
high-variety sets of dynamic data
exceed the processing capabilities of
traditional data management
approaches [50]

• Quality problems and material
availability

• Supply risk mitigation
• Analyze supplier performance for

better sourcing
• Improve decision-making

[51–55]

Robotics
A technology that allows companies to
decrease the human interventions and
facilitate the operations [56]

• Efficient production and material tracking
• Smart delivery
• Less workforce to increase the efficiency

[57,58]

Blockchain

A distributed database of records or
shared public/private ledgers of all
digital events that have been executed
and shared among blockchain
participating agents [59]

• Representing all the information related
to the product

• Allowing customers to track the detailed
information of the products

• Automatically update transactions
• Decreasing the number of carbon

emissions in the production system

[60–63]
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Table 1. Cont.

I4.0 Technology Definition Application in SC Source

Smart
manufacturing

Contribution of information,
communication, and production
technology in SC domain to maintain
the balance of demand and supply, and
to maximize customer satisfaction with
minimum cost [64]

• Share the information intelligently
• Providing collaboration between the

actors of the SC
• Enhancing the flexibility

of manufacturing
• Improve productivity

[3,65–67]

Artificial Intelligence

A field of computer science and
engineering concerned with the
computational understanding of what
is commonly called intelligent behavior,
and with the creation of artifacts that
exhibit such behavior [68]

• Autonomous vehicle routing
• Autonomous lot-sizing and warehousing
• Searching for prospective suppliers
• Accuracy and speed of price

bidding operations

[69–72]

Simulation

A method to draw a system with
uncertainties of its all elements to
improve its performance according to
its requirements

• SC planning and scheduling
• Information sharing/coordination

mechanisms
• Uncoordinated ordering

behavior distortion
• Inventory management

[73]

As P4.0 is one of the most important concepts in the smart SC [28], we discuss it in the next
section and all the values added by I4.0 applications in the procurement domain are investigated.

4. Conceptual Framework Regarding the Values Proposed in Procurement

In this section, according to the literature and the quantitative analysis, we identified
nine major procurement values that can be proposed by using I4.0 applications. The results
in Figure 8 present the visual framework of the main I4.0 applications in providing those
value propositions. Since procurement can be determined as a mixture of purchasing with
inventory control, transportation, receiving, inspection, storekeeping, and salvage and
disposal operations, procurement professionals must comply with the strategic goals and
the company’s procurement objectives to propel the companies into success [74]. Table 2
summarizes the papers reviewed in this elaboration.

Table 2. Summary of the reviewed papers (Source: Author).

Reference I4.0 Aspect Values Proposed in Procurement Methodology Structure

Chou et al. [75] Artificial intelligence Pricing Genetic algorithm Cased-base
Jie et al. [76] Internet of Things Supplier selection and evaluation Structural equation modeling (SEM) Conceptual

AlKhalifah and Ansari [77] Data Mining Supplier selection and evaluation Linear regression model Cased-base
Bag [78] Big Data analysis Purchasing performance

management Fuzzy (VIKOR) method Mathematical model

Ellram and Tate [79] Big Data analysis Purchasing performance
management Literature review Cased-base

Fazekas et al. [80] Big Data analysis Risk management Crawler algorithm Cased-base
Glas and Kleemann [3] Internet of Things Purchasing performance

management Literature review Conceptual
Gleeson and Walden [45] Cloud computing Data security improvement Robust data classification Cased-base

Wang et al. [10] Cloud Robotics Supplier selection and evaluation Stackelberg game model Mathematical model
Zhao-yang et al. [81] Cloud manufacturing Pricing Genetic algorithm Mathematical model
Mladineo et al. [82] Cyber-Physical Systems Supplier performance

management HUMANT algorithm Mathematical model
Moretto et al. [83] Big Data analysis Reducing the relevant costs Case-based issues Survey

Trappey et al. [84] Internet of Things Supplier performance
management Literature review Survey

You et al. [85] Simulation Supplier performance
management Transaction analysis Mathematical model

Abolbashari et al. [86] Smart technology Purchasing performance
management Bayesian Network Modeling (BNM) Mathematical model

Bienhaus and Haddud [28] Procurement 4.0 Purchasing performance
management

Challenge recognition using
interview Conceptual

Choi et al. [87] Big Data Analysis Purchasing performance
enhancement Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) Mathematical model

Chopra [88] Smart manufacturing Reducing the relevant costs Literature review Survey

Enayet et al. [89] Big Data Analysis Purchasing performance
enhancement Transaction analysis Mathematical model

Jeong et al. [90] Internet of Things Purchasing performance
enhancement Auction-based algorithm Mathematical model
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Table 2. Cont.

Reference I4.0 Aspect Values Proposed in Procurement Methodology Structure

Kaur and Singh [91] Big Data Developing sustainability Heuristic algorithm Mathematical model

Li et al. [92] Cyber-Physical Internet of
Things

Purchasing performance
enhancement Dinkelbach’s algorithm Mathematical model

Lin et al. [93] Cloud manufacturing Supplier selection and evaluation
decomposition-based-multi-

objective evolutionary
algorithm

Cased-base

Macrinici et al. [94] Blockchain Purchasing performance
management Systematic mapping approach Cased-base

Nicoletti [95] Simulation Purchasing performance
management Literature review Conceptual

Osmonbekov and
Johnston [12] Internet of Things Purchasing performance

management buying behavior theory Conceptual

Pinochet et al. [96] Internet of things Purchasing performance
management Interview Cased-base

Rejeb et al. [30] Smart technologies Purchasing performance
management Literature review Survey

Singh et al. [97] Cloud manufacturing Developing sustainability Fuzzy AHP, DEMATEL, and TOPSIS Case-based
Song et al. [98] Big Data analysis Supplier performance

management Deep learning model Mathematical model
Sun et al. [99] Big Data analysis Pricing Dynamic pricing iterative algorithm Mathematical model
Tönnissen and
Teuteberg [100] Blockchain Supplier performance

management Interview Case-based

Uygun and Ilie [101] Smart manufacturing Supplier performance
management Procurement processes management Conceptual

Wang et al. [102] Cloud manufacturing Supplier performance
management

TOPSIS model for supplier
evaluation Mathematical model

Wang et al. [103] Cloud manufacturing Supplier performance
management Distributed Genetic algorithm Mathematical model

Yin et al. [104] Smart manufacturing Purchasing performance
management Fog computing Mathematical model

Zhou et al. [105] Internet of Things Purchasing performance
management

Channel State Information (CSI)
model Mathematical model

Afrin et al. [106] Robotics Purchasing performance
management

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
algorithm Case-based

Agarwal et al. [5] Internet of Things Supplier selection and evaluation Multi-objective optimization Case-based
Akaba [7] Blockchain Data security improvement Interview Case-based

Berru et al. [107] Internet of Things Risk management Literature review Survey
Çalı and Balaman [108] Big Data analysis Supplier selection and evaluation Multi-Criteria Decision-making Case-based
Cavalcante et al. [109] Artificial intelligence Supplier selection and evaluation SC mapping Conceptual

Chang et al. [110] Blockchain Data-sharing improvement Literature review Conceptual
Gavrilova et al. [111] Blockchain Risk management Classification framework Conceptual
Ghadimi et al. [11] Cyber-Physical Systems Supplier selection and evaluation Fuzzy-set theory Case-based

Handfield et al. [9] Big Data analysis Purchasing performance
enhancement Interview Case-based

Jordon et al. [112] Artificial intelligence Purchasing performance
enhancement DMAIC in total quality management Conceptual

Lamba and Singh [113] Big Data analysis Developing sustainability Mixed-integer non-linear
programming Mathematical model

Layaq et al. [114] Smart technology Risk management Interview Conceptual
Li et al. [115] Blockchain Risk management Game theory for smart contracts Mathematical model

Muñoz-Garcia and
Vila [116] Public procurement 4.0 Pricing Data gathering and analyzing Conceptual

Oh and Jeong [64] Smart manufacturing Reducing the relevant costs SC network design Mathematical model
Rane and Thakker [117] Blockchain Developing sustainability Literature review Survey

Sachdeva et al. [118] Smart technology Supplier performance
management Fuzzy entropy weight-based TOPSIS Mathematical model

Srai and Lorentz [119] Smart technology Purchasing performance
enhancement Literature review Survey

Akaba et al. [120] Blockchain Purchasing performance
enhancement Interview Case-based

Bag et al. [121] Simulation Developing sustainability Partial Least Squares Structural
Equation Case-based

Chen et al. [122] Simulation Supplier selection and evaluation Hybrid rough-fuzzy DEMATEL Case-based
Gholizadeh et al. [123] Big Data analysis Reducing the relevant costs Heuristic method (MCDM) Mathematical model

Ghosh et al. [124] cyber-physical systems pricing SC network design modeling Mathematical model
Gottge et al. [8] Big Data analysis Data-sharing improvement Qualitative content analysis Case-based

Gupta et al. [125] Simulation Data security improvement Zero-Knowledge Proof Case-based
Legenvre et al. [126] Internet of Things Supplier performance

management Interview Conceptual

Nandankar and
Sachan [127] E-procurement Purchasing performance

enhancement Literature review Survey

Nicoletti [128] Procurement 4.0 Purchasing performance
enhancement Literature review Survey

Pu et al. [129] Smart manufacturing Supplier performance
management Agent-based SC model Mathematical model

Schulze-Horn et al. [130] Artificial intelligence Purchasing performance
enhancement Interview Case-based

Zhang et al. [131] Simulation Reducing the relevant costs Multi-population differential
artificial bee colony algorithm Case-based

Kaur and Singh [132] Simulation Risk management a Mixed Integer Program (MIP Case-based

In this mapping process, based on the content analysis of the works analyzed in the
SLR in the database and bounded keywords, we identified the most significant value that
every procurement department may offer. Pricing, purchasing performance management,
supplier performance management, reducing relevant costs, sustainability development,
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risk management, data security improvement, data-sharing improvement, cross-functional
activity (logistics) are classified as primary values that the procurement department may
offer, according to the literature. In each category mentioned, we identified related I4.0
applications, which can assist procurement managers in supporting the proposed values.
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Nevertheless, there might be some other values that these applications may support
and this study could not identify them because of our limitation in database and keywords.
This issue will be addressed in the future studies and limitation sections of this study. To
show the practicability of the proposed conceptual framework, the description of each
procurement value includes examples of its practical applications and is presented in the
following section and schematically in Figure 8.

4.1. Pricing

The role of predicting and assessing the price is undeniable to reach efficiency and
effectiveness in the procurement process. As pricing is an important factor in selecting
suppliers and allocating the orders, many price-dependent factors such as the distance
between each supplier and user, the geographical distribution of resources, shipping
costs, etc., should be counted in the responsibilities of the procurement managers [81].
Meanwhile, procurement managers should know that in some cases supplier offers the
purchaser the opportunity to pay partial payment toward the total purchasing cost at the
receiving time, and the due amount should be paid within an allowable period called the
credit period [133]. Shipment cost as an overhead cost can be explained here to clarify
the meaning of predicting prices. Since the transportation cost can be often paid by the
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purchasers [16], anticipating an optimal price where the benefit of the supplier is regarded
simultaneously is necessary. As a result, embracing technologies that can observe the
multi-objective transportation problem (MOTP) and found a Pareto optimal solution of
MOTP are essential [16].

Several I4.0 technologies help procurement managers to anticipate prices. The first
one is the cloud manufacturing service platform. The main role of cloud manufacturing
in pricing is to consider the effects of different factors such as manufacturing conditions,
variety of items, customer requirements, and delivery conditions to analyze them and find
the optimal price in a supplier selection problem [81]. The second one is incorporating
BDA and IoT altogether. In the resource allocation problem, auctions are held to determine
the optimal price and BDA is an appropriate means to consider all aspects of an auction
to allocate the resources [99]. Besides, costing, contracting, ordering, and auditing can
be enhanced by the use of IoT technologies in which components can be connected and
accessed directly to databases [126]. By scanning the artifacts, components can be costed
owing to direct access to databases [126]. Another useful technology in this term is Smart
contracts. Smart contracts in the public sector are a practical tool to analyze the price
using valid databases and to win cross-border public contracts for the companies [116].
In addition to the previous examples, AI and data mining can facilitate the function of
calculating prices from different suppliers, and the accuracy and speed of price bidding
operations expedite through this I4.0 application [75]. A sufficient combination of AI and
other techniques such as metaheuristic algorithms, multiple regression, and case-based
reasoning (CBR) models can describe, test, and anticipate a correspondent price [75]. Since
AI can learn different algorithms based on the previous data and can compare historical
and validation data, this emerging technology is extremely powerful to solve complex
problems [75]. The most effective learning algorithm for such technology is the back-
propagation (BP) algorithm. For example, within the Taiwan government procurement
system, contractors are estimating the project award prices optimally by using AI-based
models to make bidding decisions [75].

4.2. Supplier Performance Management

The competitive environment of the market has led customers to use different methods
to select and evaluate suppliers to enhance their performance. Different attributions are
utilized to measure supplier performance [102]. The difference between delivered value
and posted value that indicates the supply quality, uncertainty, and the flexibility that
indicates the ability of the supplier to respond to fluctuations of demand or other necessities
such as delivery time are two important attributions that can be simulated to measure and
increase the supplier performance [85].

Delivering a specified product in the right location and quality at an affordable price
makes a supplier reliable [109]. Therefore, the selection and evaluation of the suppliers
before making a purchase can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the procurement
processes, where the ultimate product cost can be justified. One of the technologies that
meets this need is IoT in which all production elements and also products connect through
the Internet by special tags, RFID systems, and websites. The Big Data obtained from the
mentioned systems is stored in a cloud system that is accessible for future uses. In IoT,
suppliers have to update static information with a unique identifier sold at different periods
through the Internet. In this way, the IoT system can identify and recognize the changes
in different factors such as materials, price, quality and can choose suitable suppliers
for further collaboration. In this technique, products can be traced by the procurement
department due to their tags [76]. If there is a need to decide and prioritize different issues
in this smart mechanism, computers and machines solve them properly and inform every
element in the whole network of what should be changed [10,44]. Moreover, BDA can
predict the need of buyers for a single product according to the product characteristics
which can enhance the procurement progress and regulate the number of supplies [98].
Decision support systems that use BDA can be applied to the supplier selection problems
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to assess and select the potential suppliers measuring the degree of satisfiability [118].
Particularly, this progress becomes important in the case of emergency products such as
medicines [98]. Besides, selecting the appropriate suppliers involves considering various
indicators such as capability index (market share and available logistics equipment), price
index, and service indicator (task completion rate and exactitude rate) which can be
defined to assess the performance of various suppliers and select the suppliers using
proper decision-making methods [102]. Meanwhile, ordering progress can be improved
efficiently by applying blockchain technology to the enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system which can lead to the use of smart contracts in evaluating the suppliers and deciding
for further communications [100].

Cloud manufacturing provides a decent platform to regulate the sequences of order-
ing resources from different suppliers by monitoring all orders placed which leads to an
improvement in supplier selection [103]. In the production sector, using cyber-physical
production network can lead to provide an autonomous production system termed cyber-
physical production network (CPPN) which emphasizes selecting the suppliers using
mathematical optimization [82]. “The mathematical model’s function is smart in select-
ing the suppliers by considering their interest in supplying different items and operates
different activities and then analyzes the price offered and the lead time autonomously
to assign the orders and activities [82].” Smart manufacturing and using autonomous
manufacturing can improve the performance of procurement by integrating the SC with
engineering, centralizing SC business units, collaborative partnership in selecting the sup-
pliers, and shortening the lead time, etc., [101]. Therefore, smart manufacturing can be
a useful means in improving allocating the orders to specific suppliers by enhancing the
flexibility, coordination, and integration of the SC network [129].

4.3. Reducing the Relevant Costs

Fluctuations in industry and expeditious development of information, communication,
and production technologies (ICPT) have led to providing smart platforms to achieve a
trade-off between the quality of goods or services provided and the costs associated with
production and service procurement [64].

There are different types of costs associated with SC [5,122]. Two mainstream costs
of SC are the cost of purchasing raw materials and the cost of maintaining the inventory
at production sites. The purchasing cost consists of a large proportion of the total cost of
production [5,122]. The companies are using the IoT by labeling their goods by identifica-
tion tag and connecting the relevant information from these tags to the cloud through the
Internet. Then, the uploaded data easily become accessible worldwide, and their associated
companies (suppliers or vendors) can be connected for purchase. The system which is
used in IoT has become a cost-effective solution and renders quicker decision-making
capabilities in today’s business environment. The principle goal of inventory management
is to have a suitable product, in the right quantities, at an appropriate location, in time at
affordable prices. In past decades, companies due to fluctuation of demand stored the raw
material in-house, to stay in the market, and won a production competition, by meeting the
needs on-site. Moreover, this strategy diminishes the unit cost, economic order quantity,
retailer cost, and backorder quantity. Recently, as technologies like IoT have emerged, and
the inventory cost has reduced significantly, they do not need to store in bulk warehouses.
Because if there is a shortage, it is informed to other components by information uploaded
to the cloud [5,122].

Using BDA can reduce procurement costs by providing better knowledge about
the supply process in different phases such as supplier evaluation and marketing which
leads to negotiation with suppliers to reduce the costs [83]. Using smart infrastructure
in the manufacturing domain can lead to facilitating the procurement processes without
human intervention and results in reducing the number of suppliers associated with the
procurement processes and causes cost reduction [88]. Furthermore, a combination of
AI and game theory, in which computer programs can learn algorithms according to
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past experiences, examples, analogies, rewards, or punishments, by their selves, build
on machine learning (ML) and their efficiency improves over time. Both these fields are
related to decision theory. With the contribution of AI methods, negotiations between
parties could exist without expert interference. It can also decrease the preparation time for
negotiations which ultimately reduces the vast majority of costs. AI could also diagnose
the development of commodity or material price patterns, by accessing a database that
includes detailed information about the cost structure of each supplier. Consequently,
the optimal time and price for the purchasing process could be identified. AI with the
algorithm it has learned can reduce cost. Recognizing the changes in the product that do
not impair its functionality or the quality of the item, but can mitigate cost is regarded in
AI. These changes might occur in the purchasing or engineering stage, and not only can
AI reduce cost, but also it can lead to the avoidance of over-engineering. In this way, the
breakdown costs that arose by suppliers could be recognized and assessed systematically
and intelligently to lessen the imposition of hidden costs [130].

4.4. Developing Sustainability

The green supply chain has been defined as an integration of the environmental
dimension in the supply chain, which includes product design, procurement, and material
selection, manufacturing process, product delivery to final consumers, and end-of-life
management of the product after its useful life [133,134], while a sustainable supply chain
is a coordinated supply chain through the integration of economic, environmental, and
social dimensions as three important pillar considerations [134]. These dimensions with
key inter-organizational business systems are designed to benefit management of the
material, information, and capital flows associated with the procurement, production, and
distribution of products or services to meet stakeholder requirements and improve the
profitability of the company over the term [134].

The I4.0 technologies could affect the design, manufacture, safety, cost efficiency,
energy conservation, and environmental protection and in summary all three dimensions
of sustainability [134]. For example, cloud systems can be utilized to develop sustainable
procurement by considering different factors associated with sustainability such as carbon
footprint (environmental) and waste disposal costs (economic), and social aspects [97].
Controlling the emissions and achieving a production rate with the lowest waste produced,
where there is no possibility of fluctuation in the employment rate of workforce, optimize
the cost and social aspects and can lead to optimizing the selection of suppliers and
results in reducing carbon emissions [97]. Moreover, BDA can be applied to the SC to
select the right suppliers not to waste money and workforce, and reduce the carbon
emissions simultaneously by providing a dynamic framework for lot-sizing [113]. BDA
mainly concentrates on providing a reliable database for forecasting the climate conditions
which affect the transportation of items by suppliers and the carbon emissions in a time
interval [113]. Furthermore, the integration of blockchain and IoT can identify the resources
and schedule for using them to ensure the competitiveness of the SC and minimize energy
usage and make waste disposal efficient [117].

Meanwhile, there is a new conception that has been recently investigated by re-
searchers such as Bag et al. [121] and de Arroyabe et al. [135], which is “the circular
economy.” The circular economy can be defined as business models in which the surplus
use of rare natural resources is minimized, and as a result, the amount of waste can be
decreased [121]. This notion can lead the whole business model into considering sus-
tainable development and operates on four levels: products, companies, networks, and
policies [136]. In this field of study, the economic, social, and the environmental pillar are
taken into account by increasing the rate of job satisfaction and job security, and IoT-based
technologies such as GPS, RFID tags and sensors, Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETS),
shelf moving robots, smart mobile devices, and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) are
used to inform the continuous logistics/information flow and transparency to executors by
sensors and GPS systems [121].
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4.5. Risk Management

Selecting and evaluating the suppliers in the e-procurement system is more chal-
lenging than traditional procurement because of the higher uncertainty and risks in-
volved [84,85]. Risks can be divided into internal risks, supply chain risks, and external
risks. Internal risks take place within the companies, while supply chain risks take place
outside of the company but through the supply chain, and external risks take place outside
of the supply chain in general [109]. Health, safety, and environmental regulations are
significant concerns in smart factories. For example, factory fire is one of the types of risks
within the company. A smart factory during a hazardous situation like this should inte-
grate robot and cloud resources to process diversified tasks efficiently and timely. Optimal
robots and cloud-based resource allocation for the functions of emergency management are
essential in a smart factory. Edge cloud is one of the Cloud infrastructures which is brought
out between the robot and cloud. This Cloud infrastructure provides data, computes,
storage, and application service through the cloud. Hence, it can assist multi-robot systems
in performing compute-intensive services as soon as possible in order not to harm the
whole system in an emergency [106].

Digitalization and making the procurement processes smart can provide collaboration
between different procurement processes and manage the risks related to procurement
such as risks of damage, misplacing orders, negotiation, contract, and suppliers-related
risks [114]. Mitigating the risks mentioned before are performed by improving the relation-
ship between supplier and customer which results in decreasing the occurrence possibility
of unexpected events [114]. Uncertainty of distribution networks caused by the flexibility of
demand can be managed using smart contracts and blockchain technology by customizing
information exchange, power transmission, pricing, and settlement and this leads to revis-
ing the design of distribution networks [115]. Furthermore, IoT can decrease the effects
of uncertainty in the purchasing process. In this way by using IoT, human-to-machine
communication increases to purchase a new product or modified rebuys [8,126]. Using IoT
techniques such as operations research models, meta-heuristic networks, and supported
vector machines can be utilized to provide metrics for evaluating procurement processes
and decrease the possibility of corruption [107]. Simplifying transaction records, accelerat-
ing revenue management, and resolving conflicts, blockchain technology can provide the
information security of public procurement, facilitate the progress of electronic tenders,
and concluding contracts [111].

In the blockchain, transactions will be recorded permanently and unchangeable.
This feature creates trust in the whole system. Blockchain also provides an unalterable
audit sequence that allows participants to know who performed what action and when
such action was performed. This characteristic of blockchain creates transparency and
diminishes the associated risk of loss of information with third-party systems [120]. Big
Data can help to control the risks associated with suppliers when a performance indicator
is defined which leads to recognizing appropriate sourcing. Production scheduling can
be proposed using machine learning methods for dynamic bottleneck analysis and risk
detection. Scikit-Learn package is adopted in machine learning to define a Python module
to integrate different problems [109].

4.6. Data Security Improvement

Since public procurement is defined as the buying of products and public or govern-
mental service leading to economic growth, its data security is extremely sensitive. Data
classification strategy for managing these databases is performed in almost every country.
This strategy is to allocate the data to the various pre-defined groups which demonstrate
controlling the security level of the database. Security standards adopt a classification of
standard components instead of legal policies. It seems that CC technology can respond
to this need properly. Classification of data and decide on which data should be shown
to the public freely and unchangeably and which should be secured and hidden from
common people. Some authorities can fully access this information, while the flow of all
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data in all SC existed [45]. The core function of government activities is public procurement
that may lead to economic growth and development only when performed efficiently and
transparently. Blockchain is a system that records transactions in an efficient, verifiable,
and permanent setup and it is represented by censorship resistance, global usability, and
immutability and has a vast network of validators called miners who maintain it through
block rewards, named crypto tokens. Blockchains can provide security, ensure anonymity,
and enhance the data integrity of transactions without the third party involvement. It
contains a distributed system consisting of different stand-alone computers connected to
one network for easy communication. This means that there is no central node for these
systems, hence, one system failure does not affect other systems’ performance. On the other
hand, asymmetric cryptography is defined in this system. These features can pair public
and private keys, allowing anonymous users to interchange information that is encrypted.
In this technology, each information stored in a block and linked to the preceding block to
be valid and thereby creates a chain of blocks [7,125]. Data security is significant for private
companies as well. Even for private company suppliers, for example, it is very important to
save and secure the scanned copies of purchase orders by interchanging them directly and
by using electronic data interchange. Still, there is so much resistance to these new emerg-
ing technologies. Moreover, AI techniques that can learn different algorithms in SC could
contribute to detecting destructive behavior using transaction patterns. A combination of
BC and AI empowers the analysis and can lead to a more complex and compelling SC.
Extracted data over the BC is available in the public sector; therefore, the role of AI in
maintaining privacy has become significant. In this situation hacking a BC network is
almost impossible because hackers need higher mining power. In a malicious situation
when the attack is unavoidable, AI can build an isolated environment to attain significant
security [125].

4.7. Data-Sharing Management

In the blockchain, the sharing of databases between different sections of procurement
operations is facilitated. Furthermore, the cash flow of procurement can be regulated using
the blockchain. In the blockchain, different movements between the parties could record,
and contract correspondents can recognize and regulate transactions in a secure way for
paperless mode. The area of finance in procurement can be simplified by blockchain, where
the transactions are secure [95]. Likewise, the adoption of IoT technologies may facilitate
communication and information sharing between parties. For instance, the vast majority
of performance information collected from machine learning can be shared with different
parties of procurement management. It helps engineers to provide feedback faster to
the purchasing center [12,110]. By using BDA, information can be collected in different
data types to be utilized as practical knowledge. Smart algorithms can collect data based
on economic calculations. This process can propose flexibility and integrity when the
procurement processes are visible. IoT (e.g., sensors/RFID, devices, smartphones) enables
the communication between purchasing parties and exchanging of information through
Internet communications protocols, Bluetooth, and Wi-Fi, [8].

4.8. Purchasing Performance Management

With the help of technological improvement, traditional purchasing supply man-
agement (PSM) activities, such as costing, contracting, ordering, and auditing can be
reinforced. By collecting all activities and connections associated with the purchasing, the
efficiency of tasks about purchasing is increased with a shift from traditional progress
to smart progress [30,119,127,128]. Challenges in purchasing performance measurement
can be exposed by interviewing employees who are directly associated with purchasing
activities [28]. Therefore, measuring purchasing performance captures a specific aspect
of the company’s performance [86]. To measure the purchasing performance, a smart
buyer defines different key performance indicators (KPIs) such as purchasing cycle time,
emergency purchasing, sustainable purchasing, and purchasing integrity and makes effort
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to improve the purchasing performance by managing, improving, and integrating the
KPIs [86]. In the case of purchasing items in service sectors such as healthcare systems, the
quality, cost and lead time, social and environmental factors of an item become important
and AI can be used to forecast techniques to learn the pattern of demand for an item by
accumulating knowledge through repetitive learning activities [112]. Another example of
improving purchasing performance is using the IoT devices such as actuators, sensors, and
controllers to develop an efficient energy consumption system and increase the diversity
and flexibility of allocating resources by tracking the orders [105].

Using blockchain, procurement departments can effectively exchange data with their
suppliers which can be a valuable tool in managing issues such as quality and quotes of
vendors along with ownership and contract challenges [95]. Companies can utilize this
technology to rapidly determine delivery incompatibilities by dynamic data extraction
within the ordering process. Moreover, it can reduce the complaints from rejected vendors
by the gathered database from vendors that can be stored in a blockchain platform to remain
immutable and irrevocable [95]. With the emergence of blockchain, smart contracts have
become a more popular technology due to the customizability they add to the transactions.
Smart contracts resemble real contracts except they are completely digital. Different
blockchain platforms can be utilized to develop smart contracts, the most common of them
is Ethereum [94,95]. In the blockchain, the trust is monitored by the open-source code
backed by cryptography. Moreover, smart contracts contain the database of contractual
agreements in the real domain [94,95].

In the public procurement sector, blockchain technology can be applied to increase the
trust and transparency among stakeholders which leads to involving citizens in evoking
procurement project needs and enables clearer project monitoring and auditing [120]. In
service procurement in the public sector, BDA develops a data-driven decision-making
system to purchase the items more efficiently by assigning different values for specific
purchasing decisions that can be validated by different indices and experts in the service
domain [87].

Ethereum is one of the most well-known decentralized platforms for smart contract
applications. Users design the terms of their contracts by providing data structures and
functions in contracts, and afterward, expand the contract on the blockchain. Contracts can
negotiate with each other through their Ethereum addresses and application programming
interfaces (APIs). Overall, smart contracts are computer codes that act on the blockchain
platform to perform the terms of the agreement. Smart contracts can track the changes in the
process status of different parties of a supply chain [110]. Furthermore, these contracts can
be set up to activate the start of the subsequent process (e.g., payment transactions) [110].

Moreover, in IoT, machines are the ones who diagnose the manufacture’s need (smart
inventory) by different sensors and artifacts that can be scanned. After identification of
shortage, machines place orders and render real-time consumption data. By accessing
directly to the database, components can be a cost [126]. Auditing processes can be boosted
by virtual reality, IoT devices (telematics or drones equipped with sensors), and access to
unstructured datasets [126]. In traditional contracts procurement managers are very much
involved in the transaction and they work in a human-to-machine (H2M) environment. At
the same time, the transaction can be performed independently when adopting IoT. When
sensors recognize a shortage of specific products, it transmits the identity of the product to
the computer based on replenishment contracts and pricing decisions. Therefore, the order
quantity will be calculated and the order is put to the supplier side by the computer [12].

4.9. Cross-Functional Activity (Logistics)

In the production and logistic aspect of SC, the lack of a transparent digital strategy is
one of the main obstacles to deploy I4.0 technologies in the value creation process [137].
Looking closely at the final result of companies using IoT, CPS, Big Data technologies,
and cloud-based services, they seem to be evaluated as having higher levels of logistic
service, better cooperation among certain logistics functions, and higher financial and
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market performance [25,137]. Since a single-objective transportation problem (TP) is not ad-
equate to solve complicated scenarios in real-life situations, a multi-objective optimization
problem in logistics, where optimal decisions need to be taken in the presence of trade-offs
between two or more conflicting objectives, should be taken into consideration [16,19].
The data collected by IoT sensors can be stored, processed, and shared by applying cloud
computing [138]. Better levels of logistic service can create a saving value for procurement
managers in terms of time and money, logistics and material handling costs, shorter lead
times, and fewer shortages during shipment, which are the primary factors of profitabil-
ity [137]. By using basic IoT technologies such as CPS, CPPS, and wireless sensor networks,
the conscious and systematic analysis of the data received greater emphasis [137]. These
frequently cheap technologies allow procurement managers to monitor the activities, oper-
ations, and processes of machines, materials, workers, and even products themselves in
the virtual world and collect, analyze, and utilize real-time decision-making.

Furthermore, AI and Blockchain can be used for data exchange between the different
actors in the logistics chain [138]. Thus these technologies can be attained for calcu-
lating transportation options matching the customers’ needs or merging procurement
systems [138]. Indeed, Blockchain technology allows for the establishment of Smart Con-
tracts between the logistic department and procurement, which once agreed, can be run by
autonomous programs without any human intervention and exposures [138].

5. Discussion

Procurement 4.0 (P4.0) can improve the supply chain performance by adding values
and improving visibility and resilience. Increased visibility helps in material planning,
thus significantly reducing lead times. The idea of P4.0 and the values added by this
concept is a novel subject that is addressed rarely and suffers from great uncertainty due
to the involvement of complex supply chain activities and multi-criteria decision-making.
P4.0 provides an adaptive capability that provides various values for the procurement
department. This can simplify the challenging decisions related to the implications of I4.0
technologies in the supply chain as it can show how these technologies can bring value
to the companies’ procurement process. P4.0 capability considers integrating external
and internal for use in internal operations and the innovative capabilities can connect
companies’ inbuilt innovativeness to market-related gains [121].

5.1. Theoretical Implications

Extending the conceptual framework proposed by Bienhaus and Haddud [28], I4.0
will have an important impact on procurement and leverage the efficiency and effectiveness
of “many-to-many” communications via shared platforms. The results of the study reveal
that technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, and Internet-of-Things enable com-
panies to automate and optimize their procurement process and support the organizational
smart transformation. Therefore, companies should implement internal test environments
to experiment with internal processes in real and extend the lessons learned toward the
supply chains. The value chain model proposed by Porter [139] shows the organizational
role of procurement is an activity supporting the primary activities (e.g., operations, mar-
keting, service, etc.,). Furthermore, the importance of procurement to leverage the level
of performance and collaboration between the supply chain parties are highlighted in the
literature. Taken the results of the study into account, it can be stated that our framework
integrated the main parts of the procurement with I4.0 technologies and discuss how these
technologies proposed value in the related activities.

By developing a conceptual framework, this study seeks to find the values added
to supply chains through the development of resources in activating P4.0. The objective
of this study is to first identify the role of I4.0 technologies in procurement and second
to investigate the effect of P4.0 on developing values in the procurement department.
Our findings show that technological resources for using front and base technologies
are essential to the activation of P4.0 systems. Such technological adaption can create
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different values in procurement. The results also reveal that I4.0 technologies improve the
performance of procurement operations in supply chains. From the theoretical perspective,
this paper tends to classify different values that can be proposed in a supply chain in the
procurement sector. Besides, the contribution of authors from numerous countries to this
subject in recent years is illustrated. Therefore, this investigation results in classifying P4.0
technologies and proposed values and helps researchers to realize the latest trends of P4.0
in the last two decades. Research gaps of this subject are derived and many directions for
future investigations are outlined.

The literature review results emphasize the significance for companies to adapt to
the fourth industrial revolution and, therefore, the digitization as a serious challenge with
a high impact factor toward the future success or failure in supply chain management.
Companies should not consider “if” they set up a digital strategy and make their supply
chain environment ready for the digital transformation and take the required actions to
bring the digital transformation to life. The impact of smart development on procurement
has a positive character and companies should take the future role of procurement and
supply chain network nodes into account when aligning their procedures and processes
toward the smart supply chain. Besides, the procurement function should get ready to
build the required capacities and capabilities to support the supply chain proposed values
from the operations perspective. Finally, the discipline of supply chain management will be
highly influenced by the new role of the procurement function as an important operation
in the supply chain network.

5.2. Managerial Implications

Based on what was discussed, practitioners are confronting a diverse flood of infor-
mation about new technologies applicable in supply chains. In this regard, procurement
operations are a vital part of supply chain management and propel practitioners to develop
P4.0 to propose values in supply chains. This paper extended a conceptual framework in
Figure 8 to help practitioners determine which technology is applied for developing each
value in procurement management. This framework also reveals the most frequent I4.0 ap-
plications in the supply chain and the most significant values that can be proposed by these
applications. The road map of practitioners in this field of study mainly answers the follow-
ing questions: Which P4.0 technologies are applicable in a supply chain? To what extent
does the company have the proper facilities to adopt P4.0? Which procurement values can
be developed in the supply chain and what is the role of P4.0 on this development? Which
P4.0 technology results in higher impacts in the supply chain based on the challenges a
supply chain is confronting? Four key noteworthy points can be addressed for practitioners
from this study. First, managers need to focus on building technological resources in their
companies. Second, P4.0 should be applied to enhance operations productivity. Third,
the proposed values in this study should be aligned with the supply chain performance
measures and strategies. The significant role of managers is to integrate Big Data analysis,
Artificial Intelligence, and the Internet of Things to form the supply chain performance
architecture. Finally, practitioners must emphasize the P4.0 policy for every operation in
the supply chain to be able to pursue and adhere to the added values. From a managerial
point of view, this paper can be utilized as a reference for P4.0 and its proposed values and
presents a linkage between these two concepts. Important support for decision-making can
be obtained in companies. Hereof, the conceptualized framework indicates that managing
purchasing operations and the processes associated with supplier selection and evaluation
are the most attended values in procurement management. Besides, Big Data analysis, the
Internet of Things, and blockchain technology are the most frequent P4.0 applications to
propose these values. This outcome leads companies to develop a strategic management
framework to search for the most important values required to be developed in their supply
chains and which technologies can be implemented according to the infrastructure of the
supply chain.
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5.3. Limitations

The study demonstrates a general overview in analyzing the impact of I4.0 on procure-
ment and the proposed values within the area of supply chain management. In addition,
the results extend the existing publications using a combination of categorized keywords
with a good diversification in the subject, relevance, and contribution. However, based on
the scope of the study the data analysis is limited to the values that can be proposed in pro-
curement operations and their future change within the area of supply chain management.
Related disciplines and supply chain functions (e.g., marketing, sales, manufacturing, etc.)
are not further considered in the systematic literature review. Using three databases to
collect papers in this subject such as WoS, Scopus, and Scholar results in missing some
relevant papers not indexed in these three databases. Thus, adopting a higher variety of
databases can minimize the bias regarding the collected papers [140]. Keyword selection is
another limitation of this study that leads investigators to limit their searching progress
to the keywords found in the title and abstract of the papers. Many other classifications
can be elaborated which might be missed in this study. For instance, the concentration
of this study is on the proposed values, while one might consider operations associated
with procurement management or develops a paper from a mathematical perspective.
Due to the lack of papers discussing the role of cyber-physical systems on procurement
management, this paper has proposed a general indication of this effect. In addition, this
paper concentrates on reviewing scientific papers, and governmental obligations, patents,
and industry documents are missed in this study.

5.4. Implications for Future Studies

Numerous implications can be addressed for investigators to this contribution. Based
on the developed framework, the foundation of emerging technologies in P4.0 can be laid
when a combination of two or more technologies are utilized. The impact of the developed
technologies on other operations of supply chains such as transportation and inventory
management can be studied. The degree of P4.0 implementation and its effect on business
process optimization (considering all functions) has not been thoroughly investigated.
Considering the identified added values in P4.0 planning, it is suggested that further work
is required to understand how to measure and evaluate production planning in the context
of I4.0. The low level of composite reliability on this measure may have influenced the
lack of support for the hypothesis that P4.0 planning influences the intention to optimize
procurement processes and this remains a consideration for future studies. Based on the
main research gaps of this study, future studies can concentrate on the following concepts.

• How I4.0 and digital technologies affect the design of the supply network and what
irrelevant processes can be omitted using smart technologies;

• How smart technologies can influence the labor force and what are the social and
economic circumstances;

• How uncertainty and instability of the market can be tackled by the application of I4.0;
• The effect of I4.0 on different operations management issues such as vehicle routing

problem, fleet assignment problem, and inventory management can be analyzed;
• Impact of different smart systems on procurement and SC that have not been studied

in this paper;
• Determining how uncertainty and instability of the market can be tackled by the

application of I4.0 [141].

Finally, a contribution of these issues to I4.0 technology will be assessed and the
possibility of adding values can be discussed.

6. Conclusions

Applicable technologies such as CPSs, BDA, and IoT under the term P4.0 have repre-
sented substantial values in the supply chains. These added values consist of performance
improvement in the operations associated with procurement management in supply chains
such as pricing, supplier selection and evaluation, cost-efficacy, data gathering and analy-
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sis, and purchasing management. Adoption of P4.0 results in autonomy, flexibility, and
transparency of operations associated with procurement management to optimize pricing,
supplier management, and purchasing management decisions or elaborate sustainability
and data-sharing security [142,143]. The outcomes of this paper are original and novel in
comparison with the relevant papers that studied P4.0 in the literature [28,95,121,144,145].
Whereas, previous papers had a focus on comprehensive models [95], reviewing the impact
of P4.0 on business functions of a supply chain [28,146–150], manufacturing modeling to
optimize organizational procurement processes [121,151], developing resiliency in sup-
ply chains against disruptions [144], and resource planning to develop productivity in
remanufacturing operations [145], this paper is the first contribution to the subject that
employs a systematic literature review to emphasize the values obtained from the adoption
of P4.0 into supply chains. Despite the sprouting literature in this field, it is obvious that
there is a lack of comprehensive and systematic frameworks, strategies, and approaches
for the implementation of I4.0 in the procurement processes of SCs. Hence, key drivers
and obstacles of the application of I4.0 in SCs are found through following an SLR to the
problem. I4.0 and making the SCs smart have made a significant impact on every aspect of
our lives. Motivated by this speculation and taking the application of I4.0 in procurement
into account, this study proposed an SLR to (i) discuss an approach to determine different
I4.0 applications and procurement processes, and (ii) identify the values proposed by I4.0
in procurement. Considering these purposes, selecting the appropriate application of I4.0
technologies in sectors associated with procurement will be facilitated.
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